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Masquerading as Translation:
Examples of Chinese Lectures by Indian
Scholar-Monks in the Six Dynasties Period

S

ome years ago I wrote an article in Japanese, the title of which in
English is “Mediating ‘Chinese Translation’ and ‘Chinese Composition’: Regarding Some Features Special to Chinese Buddhist Texts.” 1
There, I attempted to describe the characteristics of Chinese Buddhist
translation and to suggest also that when we maintain a distinction between Chinese translation (yi ) and Chinese composition (zhuanshu
ᐷ૪) as mutually exclusive categories, 2 namely that the Chinese translation of an Indic text is a genuine translation without any influence
from the Chinese side, then we are apt to confront a situation where
the dichotomy can no longer stand. To put it simply, there might be a
third type of literature which falls between a Chinese translation and
a Chinese composition or compilation. More specifically, the article
was intended to raise three questions. First, in which cases were there
omissions of original passages and additions of new passages to the
translated text? Second, in which cases were there passages from another work that were brought into the translation in its eventual form
under a new title? And last, is there any conclusive evidence for the

I would like to express my special thanks to Prof. Victor H. Mair, Prof. Daniel Boucher and
Prof. Tansen Sen, who kindly invited me to “Mairfest” in December, 2003, and to all the participants who provided questions and comments on my talk at the conference. My gratitude
also goes to colleagues and friends who expressed interest in earlier versions of this article
and suggested improvements on many points: Prof. Enomoto Fumio, Prof. Kogachi Ryˆichi
and Dr. Monica Esposito, to mention only a few. It goes without saying, however, that all the
mistakes in this paper remain my own responsibility.
1 Funayama T±ru ํ՞ኧ, “‘Kan’yaku’ to ‘Chˆgoku senjutsu’ no aida: Kanbun Butten ni
tokuyˆna keitai wo megutte” ዧ圲խഏᐷ૪圸ၴ, ዧ֮۵ࠢ圵ڶ圴ݮኪ坜坋圚圭地, in Bukky± shigaku kenkyˆ ۵ඒᖂઔߒ 45.1 (2002), pp. 1–28. After the publication of the above
article, a remarkable article on the exegetical tradition in the later Han period was published:
Stephano Zacchetti, “Teaching Buddhism in Han China: A Study of the Ahan koujie shi’er
yinyuan jing T no. 1508 Attributed to An Shigao,” Annual Report of the International Research
Institute for Advanced Buddhology at Soka University 7 (2004), pp. 197–224.
2 In the Buddhist catalogues such as the Chu sanzang ji ji נԿ៲ಖႃ, the notion of “translation” mainly in the written form is indicated by such words as yi , chu נ, yichu נ, and
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existence of lectures delivered to a Chinese audience by Indian monks,
but which were later transmitted as translations as if the original texts
had existed in India?
In the present article, I wish to continue to examine this problem,
mainly on the basis of the third question. 3 In this context, however,
it goes without saying that we are in possession of a plethora of Chinese texts in the form of lectures on a certain sˆtra. Thus, rather than
focusing on such lectures in general, I would like to shift the focus to
lectures that were transmitted as translations for some reason. At least
five examples of such scriptures from the Six Dynasties period can be
pointed out.
The reason why lectures by Indian monks were confused with
translations will be found in the mode of translation at that time. As
pointed out in previous studies, 4 the translation of Buddhist texts was
usually performed not by a translator alone but by a group of translators, each member playing a certain role such as reciting the text, dictation, and combining words in sequences appropriate to the Chinese
language. And from a historical point of view, there were two types of
translation groups. One was the type where not only the translation
itself but the exegesis for the audience was conducted in the process
of translation. 5 The other was a translation team organized only for
the purpose of producing translations in a quick and efficient manner,
without giving lectures to others. While collaborative translations during the Sui-Tang were mostly made by the latter type with no audience
present, the earlier translations by the end of the Six Dynasties period
were most probably of the former type, with a large audience attending.
Sometimes those present were witness to the translation process, being
able to compare the current translation with a previous version, and
questions and answers were exchanged between the translation group
and the audience. 6 Under such conditions, very often discussions to
fan , whereas the concept of “oral translation” or “interpretation/interpreter” is expressed
by such words as (kou) yi (Ց), chuanyi ႚ, (kou) xuan (Ց), xuanyi , duyu ৫,
and chuanyu ႚ.
3 This paper is based on section four of my above-mentioned article. There are no changes in
the basic points of my analysis, but the contents are considerably revised and enlarged here.
4 Tso Sze-bong ඦ߶ד, Zhongguo Fojiao yijing shi lunji խഏ۵ඒᆖᓵႃ (Taipei: Dongchu chubanshe, 1990), pp. 10–30, 100–7. Wang Wenyan ֮׆䕪, Fodian hanyi zhi yanjiu ۵
ࠢዧհઔߒ (Taipei: Tianhua chuban shiye gongsi, 1984), pp. 129–60. Kimura Sensh± ֵޘ
ኦ, “Rajˆ to Genj±” ᢅչ圲خ, Shir…zu higashi Ajia Bukky±, dainikan, Bukky± no t±zen 坸垫
垹坻ࣟ坣坹坣۵ඒ, ร2࠴ ۵ඒ圸ࣟዬ (Tokyo: Shunjˆsha, 1997), pp. 250–53.
5 Erik Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1959, 1972), p. 31.
6 Šch± Enichi 䊎၌ᐝֲ and Suwa Gijun ⴜᆠొ, Rajˆ ᢅչ (1982; Tokyo: Daiz± shuppan, 1991), p. 226; Kimura, “Rajˆ to Genj±,” pp. 250–51.
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adjust the translation for proper understanding proceeded simultaneously. Therefore we should take into account the possibility that the
results of exegesis were sometimes intentionally interpolated, or that
additional remarks in the process of translation accidentally came to
be mixed into the translation.
V I M A L ² K Ṣ A ( c a . 338 – 414 )

We begin with the case of Vimalƒk™a ࠲ᐰᢅՐ (Beimoluocha).
According to his biography in fascicle 2 of Gaoseng zhuan ቖႚ,
Vimalƒk™a, who had once been Kumƒraj…va’s vinaya master at Kucha,
traveled to Chang’an ९ ڜand met Kumƒraj…va again. Later he journeyed to Shouchun ኂਞ, 7 where he compiled the final version of Shisong lü Լ৳. And after this, the biography testifies that he moved to
Jiangling ۂສ, where he gave a lecture on Shisong lü shortly before his
death. The entry runs as follows:
Meanwhile, [Vimalƒk™a] went south to Jiangling. On the occasion of a summer retreat (xiazuo ݄) at Xin Monastery, he gave
a lecture on Shisong lü. As he had become fluent in Chinese, he
was good at communicating with the audience. [Thanks to him],
the subtle essence of inactivity (wuzuo ྤ* ܂akriyƒ) 8 was clearly
understood by the people at that time. People who [wanted to]
analyze the words of texts and pursue ultimate principle gathered
like trees in a forest. People who [wished to] clarify each article
[of the precepts] and know what is prohibited [in the precepts]
were also abundant in number. It was due to Vimalƒk™a’s ability
that the monastic code of behavior became widespread. Huiguan
of Daochang Temple ሐᐝᨠ profoundly integrated Vimalƒk™a’s
true intention in his lecture, and recorded the master’s prescription
on the internal (namely, Buddhist) prohibition of light and heavy
[sins] 㡕ᆃ᎘ૹ, was compiled [by Huiguan] in two fascicles. Then
it was sent to the capital (Jiankang), where the monks and the nuns
learned it and vied with each other in transcribing it. Hearing this,
7 Shouchun was south of the Huai River; its significance is discussed by Tsukamoto Zenryˆ
Ⴢءၼ, “Suikeichˆ no Jushun D±k±ji ni tsuite” ֽᆖࣹ圸ኂਞᖄֆڝ圵圮圎地, in Tsukamoto
Zenryˆ chosaku shˆ, dai san kan, Chˆgoku chˆsei Bukky±shi ronk± Ⴢءၼထ܂ႃรԿ࠴խഏ
խ۵ඒᓵ᭶ (Tokyo: Dait± shuppansha, 1960; rpt. 1975), pp. 51–66.
8 For the term wuzuo ྤ( ܂inactivity, akriyƒ), a synonym of wubiao ྤ। (avijñapti-karman), as the essence of the precepts (jieti )᧯ݹ, see Kat± Junsh± ףᢏొີ, “Muhy± to musa”
ྤ।圲ྤ܂, in Ejima Yasunori hakase tsuit±ronshˆ, Kˆ to jitsuzai ۂ༡ඒ໑Փಳ൧ᓵႃ, ़
圲ኔ( ڇTokyo: Shunjˆsha, 2001), pp. 5–24. For further examples of wuzuo (as jieti) in the
context of precepts, see e.g. T no. 1763, vol. 37, p. 429b6 (ቖࡲֳʿʳૉᓫ᧯ݹʿʳܛਢྤ )܂and
580b7–20 (esp. b8: ቖॽֳʿʳྤ܂ਢ)᧯ݹ.
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the people at that time coined a proverb: “Vima[lƒk™a]’s unsophisticated words, on being skillfully recorded by Huiguan, made the
people of the capital transcribe the text, which caused the price
of paper to run up like gemstones.” The text is still popular as a
norm for younger generations. 9
Immediately after this, Vimalƒk™a returned to Shouchun and
passed away at the age of seventy-seven. Although the exact year of
the lecture is not mentioned in the above account, Huiguan’s movements, when compared with the descriptions in Buddhabhadra’s biographies, reveal that Vimalƒk™a read the lecture in Jiangling during one
summer between the years 412–415. 10 Further, Vimalƒk™a’s lecture,
mentioned as the “Internal (that is, Buddhist) Prohibition of Light and
Heavy (Sins)” is not extant as it is, but in all probability later became
a text called Wubai wenshi (jing) նۍംࠃ( ᆖ) ([Scripture of] Five Hundred
Questions). A text bearing that name is not found in the modern editions
of the Chinese Buddhist Canon. Fortunately, however, it is preserved
in the old Japanese manuscripts of the issaiky± (“complete scriptures”)
collections such as Nanatsudera issaiky± Ԯڝԫ֊ᆖ, 11 Matsuosha issaiky±
࣪ݠषԫ֊ᆖ, 12 and Natori shingˆji issaiky± ࠷ټᄅ୰ڝԫ֊ᆖ. 13
A close comparison of Wubai wenshi (jing) with other scriptures reveals that it has a counterpart in Taish± Tripi¾aka (it is numbered 1483,
Mulian wen jielüzhong wubai qingzhongshi (jing) ؾຑംݹ৳խնۍ᎘ૹࠃ
( ᆖ) ([Scripture of] Maudgalyƒyana’s Questions about Five Hundred Light and
Heavy Sins in the Monastic Discipline), but it should be noted that the
Taish± edition — in other words the text kept in (the second version of)
the Korean Tripi¾aka as well as in the Song, Yuan and Ming editions
— bears some fundamental differences in structure from Wubai wenshi
(jing), which was composed much earlier. 14 In short, Taish± 1483 is an
apocryphon, and its two sections, the first fascicle and the epilogue,
Gaoseng zhuan (T, vol. 50) 2, p. 333c4–12.
Funayama T±ru, “Mokuren mon kairitsu chˆ gohyaku ky±jˆji no genkei to hensen” ؾຑ
ംݹ৳խնۍ᎘ૹࠃ圸ݮ圲᧢ᔢ, THGH 70, 1998, pp. 245–46.
11 Owari shiry±, Nanatsu dera issaiky± mokuroku ്ݠற Ԯڝԫ֊ᆖؾ䐇 (Nagoya: Nanatsudera issaiky± hozonkai, 1968), pp. 90, 158. I am greatly indebted to Prof. Ochiai Toshinori
ᆵٽঊࠢ for acquiring a photocopy of the Wubai wenshi jing kept in this collection.
12 Ky±to My±renji z± Matsuosha issaiky±, ch±sah±kokusho ࠇຟݎᓊݠ࣪៲ڝषԫ֊ᆖᓳ㬾
ܫ (Tokyo: Štsuka k±geisha, 1997), p. 405, no. 2754.
13 Natori Shingˆji issaiky±, ch±sah±kokusho ࠷ټᄅ୰ڝԫ֊ᆖᓳ㬾ܫ (Sendai: Miyagiken bunkazai hogoky±kai, 1980), p. 226, no. 1807. I thank Mr. Kajiura Susumu 㵽வ
for helping me obtain photocopies of the Wubai wenshi jing kept in Matsuosha issaiky± and
Shingˆji issaiky±.
14 See Funayama, “Mokuren mon,” pp. 203–90; but it was only after this publication appeared
that that I was able to look at the Nanatsu dera version of Wubai wenshi jing.
9

10
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are later additions to make it appear as if it were a sˆtra spoken by the
Buddha himself. Setting those two parts aside, the remaining fascicles
constituting the body of the text from fascicle 2 onward, are basically
identical to the text of Wubai wenshi jing, if we ignore variant readings.
The view that the Five Hundred Questions should be ascribed to
Vimalƒk™a was expressed by Tang masters, such as Daoxuan ሐ (596–
667) and Daoshi ሐ( d. 683?), and followers of the former as well.
In Sifen lü jiemo shu ։৳ᒾᗣง (Auto-commentary on the Explanation of the Karmavƒcanƒ of the Sifen lü), Daoxuan asserts that “This Five
Hundred Questions is the oral instruction of Vimalƒk™a.” 15
A similar idea is expressed also in Guanzhong chuangli jietan tu jing
ᣂխ໌ݹمᕽቹᆖ (Illustrated Scripture on the Precepts-platform Created in
Guanzhong), 16 one of the latest works of the same author. Likewise,
Daoshi draws the same conclusion in Pini taoyao ḛ؍ಘ (Investigation
into the Vinaya), fascicle 3, where he explains: “The (Scripture of) Five
Hundred Questions is the one that was translated through the mouth of
Tripi¾aka master Vimalƒk™a from the Western Regions.” 17
Furthermore, similar expressions are found in the later commentaries on Daoxuan’s works. 18 Hence we have little grounds for denying these testimonies. That is to say, most of Taish± 1483 can safely be
recognized as Vimalƒk™a’s lecture at Jiangling around 414 ad.
This scripture comprises questions and answers regarding the monastic code of behavior. Questions are put forward from the side of
Chinese monks, and the answers are furnished by an Indian authority,
Vimalƒk™a. Among the questions, we find some typically Chinese elements. For example, there is a question as to whether or not a monk
may use qiqi ዪᕴ (lacquer ware) as a food vessel, in spite of the
general rule that the food vessel of a monk should be iron or porcelain. For this question, the answer made from the Indian standpoint
runs: “Neither the use of lacquer ware nor wooden bowl is allowed
15 ڼնۍം, ࠲ᐰᢅՐՑՈ; see series 1 of Maeda Eun ছضᐝႆ and Nakano Tatsue խມ
ሒᐝ, eds., Dai Nippon zokuz±ky± Օֲءᥛ៲ᆖ (Kyoto: Z±ky±shoin ៲ᆖೃ, 1905–12; hereafter, Z1), box 64, book 5, folio 487, verso Հ, l. 6. “Jue ” is my emendation; Z1 reads “ެ.”
16 T no. 1892, vol. 45, p. 807c22–23.
17 Z1, box 70, book 2, folio 136, verso Ղ, ll. 13–14: նۍംࠃ, ԯਢ۫Կ៲࠲ᐰᢅՐՑ۞
נ. Note that the word “translate” (yi  or fan ) is sometimes used in an ambiguous way,
even for literature which is not translation in the strict sense. For example, Datang xiyu ji Օା
۫ಖ is sometimes described as Xuanzang’s translation خ in the sense of an authorized
text, although it is by no means a translation (cf. T, vol. 51, p. 868c, etc.: Կ៲ऄஃخ࡚ဵ,
Օ᜔ޥڝ॰ᖲᐷ; and T, vol. 55, p. 722b22: خ concerning Datang xiyu ji).
18 The views of Daoxuan and Daoshi, as well as of their followers in later periods, are introduced and translated in Funayama, “Mokuren mon,” pp. 238–42.
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at all.” 19 Likewise, for the question of whether monks are permitted to
practice a special breathing technique called fuqi ࣚ in order to cure
disease, the answer is interesting: “No. It is not allowable, because it
ends up being the same as the case of non-Buddhists.” This might be
a reference to the Taoist methods of breathing. 20
In this way, the Scripture of Five Hundred Questions is an incomparably interesting and significant text since it turns out to have derived
from the mouth of Vimalƒk™a, Kumƒraj…va’s vinaya teacher, based on
the teachings of the Sarvƒstivƒda School.
S A R V ² S T I V ² D A - V I N A Y A - V I B H ² Ṣ²

The second piece of evidence for a similar kind of lecture is Sapoduo pini piposha ៳ധڍḛ؍ḛധ( ޥor, *Sarvƒstivƒda-vinaya-vibhƒ™ƒ). 21
The name of the translator is lost ؈, as well as the name of the original Indian author, but the text can safely be considered to have been
translated in the Qin period, for a typical expression Qin yan ߢ (“in
the language of Qin”) is repeatedly employed to explain the transcriptions of Indic terms. 22
The Sarvƒstivƒda-vinaya-vibhƒ™ƒ is a detailed commentary on Shisong lü. By and large, it is possible to take it as a translation from some
Indic text. However, after careful scrutiny, we find several passages
peculiar to Chinese culture. These passages constitute not the interlinear notes ݈ࣹ but the body of the text.
For example, a passage is composed on the basis of a famous
phrase from Lunyu ᓵ to explain why the Buddha is mentioned as
the first among the Three Jewels. 23 Further, there are several passages
referring to the Qin dynasty not only in the normal form such as Qin
yan, but also as a direct indication of cultural factors in the land of Qin
چ. 24 Besides, yet another passage shows that certain people at that
T, vol. 24, 981b5–6. Funayama, “Mokuren mon,” p. 236.
T, vol. 24 977c16. Funayama, “Mokuren mon,” p. 236.
21 T no. 1440. The word vibhƒ™ƒ (piposha) is often rendered as guangjie (ᐖᇞ, “vast explication”) in Chinese sources (e.g., T, vol. 32, p. 158b16; vol. 50, p. 189a25–26).
22 The Qin period is 351–431: the Former Qin (qianqin ছ) 351–94, the Later Qin (houqin
৵) 384–417, and the Western Qin (xiqin ۫) 385–431. However it should be added that
“Qin” does not always imply that the text was translated in China during these Qin periods,
for there are some texts that employ the phrase “Qin yan ߢ” but were in fact translated
outside of that region and time; e.g., Apitan piposha lun ॳḛᖣḛധޥᓵ (T no. 1546; e.g., T,
vol. 28, p. 33a11–12), which was translated in the Northern Liang קළ. Cf. also Ru Dasheng
lun ԵՕଊᓵ (T, vol. 32, p. 47b18; in an interlinear note), Mohe sengqi lü siji ᐰျቖચ৳ߏಖ
(T, vol. 22, p. 548b9), and Shidi yiji Լچᆠಖ (T, vol. 85, p. 236c10).
23 T, vol. 23, p. 506b7: ࢬᘯሐطؖԳՈ; cf. Lunyu xv/29: “Գ౨ؖሐ, ॺሐؖԳ
” (ᓵᓡᨋֆ).
24 T, vol. 23, pp. 508c14–24, 533a20–21, 534c5–7.
19

20
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time (shiren ழԳ) discussed the correlation of the Indian volume-unit
bota 䃏( הPƒli: pattha; Skt.: prastha) to Qin metrology. 25 From these
Chinese elements incorporated in the body of the text, it is possible to
conclude that Sarvƒstivƒda-vinaya-vibhƒ™ƒ is a mixture of a translation of
an Indic text, which constitutes the greater part, and a certain amount
of exegetical elements that were interpolated perhaps in the process of
transcribing the translation.
Next, let us consider the difficult problem regarding the translator. First of all, it is worth mentioning that the views of a lüshi ৳ஃ (vinaya master; here being anonymous) are introduced more than twenty
times throughout the text, and some of them do suggest that he was the
Indian vinayadhara who had reached China, because there is evidence
for his own direct reference to certain circumstances in China. 26 It is,
therefore, highly probable that this person was deeply involved in the
formation of the text.
My view of the special position of lüshi, as well as the hybrid SinoIndian style discernible throughout the text, is corroborated by the
idea of a vinaya master in the Tang. In his Subcommentary on (Fali’s ऄ
) Commentary on Sifen lü, Dingbin ࡳᎏ (beginning of the eighth century) pays special attention to several passages that count as evidence
for the interpolation of exegesis in the process of translation, when he
states: “Looking over the whole of this text, we find some words indicating detailed discussion at the time of translation, transcribed within
the treatise.” Regarding the lüshi who appears in the text, he further
declares, “Lüshi here (in this text) signifies the person who took the
Sanskrit text in his hand (at the time of this translation).” 27
Then who is this lüshi? To begin with, he cannot be Vimalƒk™a. This
is due to the fact that both this text and Vimalƒk™a’s Five Hundred Ques25 T, vol. 23, p. 536c24–28. Note that the original reading sheng ֒ (T, vol. 23, pp. 536c–
37a) should be emended to dou ֯, based on the quotations of the passage in question as found
in the writings of the Tang Nanshan School (e.g., T, vol. 40, p. 125a–b).
26 As regards the lüshi, we find the following: one passage in which the lüshi, while explaining a certain rule, refers to a situation in the land of Qin  چin his own words (T, vol. 23,
p. 534c5–7); another in which he introduces alternative interpretations of a sentence in the
vinaya or explains which of the two is authoritative (527a8–9 and 538b3); one revealing that
in spite of his knowledge he hesitates to introduce another interpretation of a sentence in the
vinaya for some reason (517b12); a passage where the lüshi weasels his way out of a definitive
answer (518a12–13); and one where he explains the climate in India (556c26 ff). These ensure
that the lüshi in question is a vinayadhara from India and that he came to the land of Qin. As
these passages are incorporated into the body of the text, it is almost impossible to assume that
they were originally put in interlinear notes in smaller letters. On the contrary, they must have
been transcribed as constituting the body of the text from the outset of its formation.
27 Sifen lü shu shizong yi ji ։৳ง堸ࡲᆠಖ; Z1, box 66, book 1, folio 77, verso Ղ, ll. 2–7.
For this passage see also Funayama, “‘Kan’yaku’ to ‘Chˆgoku senjutsu’ no aida,” pp. 20–21.
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tions, mentioned above, belong to the Sarvƒstivƒda School, but sometimes express incompatible views on one and the same question. 28 Then
when we look for other possibilities, it seems there are three persons
who may fit the conditions, namely Zhu Fonian ा۵࢚, 29 Dharmayaªas
(Tanmo yeshe ᖣᐰળॐ), 30 and Buddhayaªas (Fotuo yeshe ۵ॲળॐ). 31
However, with none of them do we find any conclusive evidence for a
connection with this Vibhƒ™ƒ. Besides, there is yet another condition to
be satisfied. The text has a preface (Xu Sapoduo pini piposha xu ᥛ៳ധ
ڍḛ؍ḛധ )ݧޥwritten by Zhishou ཕଈ (567–635), who was the common master of Daoxuan and Daoshi. According to the preface, Zhishou
happened to learn through a conversation with a vinaya master from
western Shu, Baoxuan ۫ᇋᣪخ৳ஃ, 32 that the ninth fascicle of the text,
which was considered to have been lost until that time, was extant in
Shu. Excited by this incredible news, Zhishou asked him why this was
the case, and learned that Shu was the region where the text was translated ംࠡࢬط, ֱव࣍ڇࠢڼᇋ. 33 It is a pity, however, that among the
three persons, none had a conclusive relationship with the Shu area. 34
Therefore, this matter still remains open to question. 35
Funayama, “Mokuren mon,” pp. 283–84.
Zhu Fonian ा۵࢚ (dates unknown). He was from Liangzhou, not India, but he was wellinformed on Indian issues and engaged in the translation of Shisong lü.
30 Dharmayaªas (dates unknown) was called Da piposha Օḛധ ޥbecause he was well versed
in Piposha lü ḛധޥ৳. He possibly had some connection with the Sarvƒstivƒda School, because his biography states, “At the age of fourteen, he came to be known to (viz., esteemed by)
Furuo duoluo” (ڣԼ, 㻽ؗૉڍᢅࢬव; T, vol. 50, p. 329b16–17). This person, Furuo duoluo or
*Pu¡yatƒra in Skt., must be identical to the person bearing the same name that recited Shisong
lü at Kumƒraj…va’s request. On the other hand, Dharmayaªas was engaged also in the translation of Shelifu apitan lun ॐॳؗܓḛᖣᓵ (*˜ƒriputra-Abhidharma-ªƒstra, T no. 1548) which is
nowadays regarded as a text belonging to the Dharmaguptaka School, not to the Sarvƒstivƒdin.
In this sense, the school-affiliation of Dharmayaªas is not known with certainty.
31 Buddhayaªas (dates unknown), who wore a red moustache had such a great knowledge
of Piposha that people called him “Piposha with a Red Moustache” ߧᙿḛധ( ޥT, vol. 50, p.
334b11–13). However, Piposha here may not have had any relation with the Sarvƒstivƒda-vinaya, because he had a connection with the Vibhƒ™ƒ-commentary on the Daªabhˆmika-sˆtra.
For the relationship between Dharmayaªas and this commentary, see the bibliographical explanation of Shizhu piposha lun Լ۰ḛധޥᓵ [Vibhƒ™ƒ on the Daªabhˆmika-sˆtra] in Huayan jing zhuanji ဎᣤᆖႚಖ (T, vol. 51, p. 156b20–24), compiled by Fazang ऄ៲. Further,
Buddhayaªas learned the Sifen lü of the Dharmaguptaka School by heart and so he became
commited to its translation. In this sense, he appears unrelated to the Sarvƒstivƒda. However,
on the other hand, his biog. at Chu sanzang ji ji (T, vol. 55, j. 14, p. 102b5) refers to his connection with Shisong lü, a reference lacking in the Gaoseng zhuan 2 version.
32 T, vol. 23, p. 558c. Neither his dates nor any further information about this master is
known elsewhere.
33 T, vol. 23, p. 559a1.
34 In this respect, we may be able to eliminate Zhu Fonian as a possibility, because he passed
away at Chang’an without ever having stayed in the Shu area.
35 It seems that the remaining two (discussed in n. 31, above) are still possible. According
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K U M ² R A J ³ V A ( c a . 350 – 409 )

Fortunately enough, we have some masterpieces of Kumƒraj…va,
who was fluent in written as well as spoken Chinese. One of them is his
own commentary to Vimalak…rtinirdeªa-sˆtra, which is kept as a part of
Zhu weimojie jing ࣹፂᐰᇤᆖ (Taish± 1775), compiled by Kumƒraj…va’s
direct disciple, Sengzhao ቖፌ. Also, Kumƒraj…va’s philosophical letters to Huiyuan of Mount Lu ᡔ՞ᐝ (334–416) are extant under the
name Dasheng dayizhang ՕଊՕᆠີ, alias Jiumoluoshi fashi dayi ቑᐰᢅչ
ऄஃՕᆠ (Taish± 1856). 36 Some of Kumƒraj…va’s own verses in Chinese
are preserved as well. 37 Further, it is recorded in his biography that he
composed the treatise called Shixiang lun ኔઌᓵ (Treatise on the Characteristics of Reality), which was originally intended as a lecture for his
patron, emperor Yaoxing ᘋ (r. 394–416) of the Later Qin, though
it is now lost.
Apart from these works that were transmitted as Kumƒraj…va’s
writings, other texts were passed down as Kumƒraj…va’s translations,
for example, Zuochan sanmei jing ݄Կਡᆖ (Scripture of Samƒdhi through
Sitting Meditation); Taish± 614. The same is true of Chanfa yaojie ऄ
ᇞ (Essential Exegesis of Meditation Methods); Taish± 616. However, they
are not translations but Kumƒraj…va’s editions, as is clearly indicated
by previous studies. 38 Neither is written in the sˆtra-style; they do not
commence with the set phrase “Thus have I heard” (eva¿ mayƒ ªrutam;
Ch.: rushi wo wen ڕਢݺፊ), nor can one detect any evidence for their
being the Buddha’s speech, simply because there is no reference to the
to his biog., after Dharmayaªas left Chang’an, “Later during the Yuanjia ցቯ era of the Song
(424–53) he went back to the western regions ۫ (which in contexts like these would include
India); where he passed away is not clear” (T, vol. 50, p. 329c15–16). On the other hand,
Buddhayaªas left Chang’an and went back to “waiguo ؆ഏ” (i.e., India; T, vol. 50, p. 334b23).
Hence the possibility that both/either of them had once visited Shu cannot be excluded.
36 For the critical edn. and annotated trans. of Dasheng dayi zhang, see Eon kenkyˆ, Ibunhen ᐝઔߒ, ᙊ֮ᒧ, ed. Kimura Eiichi ֵޘԫ (Tokyo: S±bunsha, 1960).
37 For these verses, see Sait± Takanobu Ꮨᢏၼॾ, “Shiken to Kumarajˆ yaku Butten ni
okeru ge no shiritsu” ֭ᝐ圲ቑᐰᢅչ۵ࠢ圵圔圛坕℘圸ᇣ৳, Bukky± shigaku kenkyˆ 43.1
(2000), pp. 78–82.
38 Ikeda Eijun ضۃෆ, “Kumarajˆ yakushutsu no zen ky±ten to Rozan Eon” ቑᐰᢅչ
נ圸ᆖࠢ圲ᡔ՞ᐝ, in Taish± daigaku gakuh± ՕإՕᖂᖂ 26 (1937), pp. 101–18 (esp.
103–14). According to the author, in the second half of Zuochan sanmei jing, there is an expression of Kumƒraj…va’s own ideas, mainly based on Da zhidu lun Օཕ৫ᓵ, whose origin is
also, at this juncture, unclear. On the other hand, Chanfa yaojie was, as Ikeda states, compiled
through borrowing some passages verbatim from Zizaiwang pusa jing ۞׆ڇဆ៳ᆖ (T no.
420) which was certainly translated by Kumƒraj…va. These views are introduced and supported
in ±ch± and Suwa, Rajˆ, pp. 216–17. Cf. T±d± Ky±shun ᢏഘஐঊ, “Kumarajˆ yakushutsu to
iwareru zen ky±ten no setsuji suru nen Butsu kan” ቑᐰᢅչנ圲ߢ坙坖坕ᆖࠢ圸䇣ق圣坕
࢚۵ᨠ, in Fukui hakase sh±ju kinen kai, ed., Fukui hakase sh±ju kinen, T±y± shis± ronshˆ 壂
մ໑Փቈኂಖ࢚, ࣟ৸უᓵႃ (Tokyo: 1960), p. 398.
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Buddha. It seems that Zuochan sanmei jing, in particular, was established
at the request of Sengrui ቖⷠ immediately after Kumƒraj…va’s relocation to Chang’an from Guzang ࡤፔ (present-day Wuwei) at the end of
December in the third year of Hongshi (401 ad). Some scholars claim,
on the other hand, that they should be ascribed not to Kumƒraj…va but
to Sengrui himself. 39 At any rate, it is an interesting fact that Kumƒraj…va’s teaching at Chang’an took place at the outset in the form of his
own lecture on the Indian method of meditation as a kind of compendium, and that it was passed down to later generations as if it were a
translation of an Indic text.
B O D H I R U C I ( d . 527 )

The work titled Jin’gang xian lun ८ଶטᓵ (Taish± 1512) is a commentary on Vasubandhu’s ֚ᘣ Jin’gang bore boluomi jing lun ८ଶૉं
ᢅ፫ᆖᓵ (Treatise on the Diamond Sˆtra of the Perfection of Wisdom) Taish±
1511. If we follow the information under the headings of fascicles 5,
6 and 9, it is “a translation by Tripi¾aka master Bodhiruci at Luoyang
in the second year of Tianping, during Wei (535 ad) ᠿ֚ؓԲڣဆ༼ੌ
֭Կ៲࣍ၺ.” In spite of this information, a careful examination of
the contents themselves leads us to the conclusion that it is not a pure
translation but a kind of lecture made by Bodhiruci (Puti liuzhi ဆ༼ੌ
֭, or, ဆ༼ఎ֭) regarding Master Jin’gang xian’s subcommentary on
Vasubandhu’s commentary on the Diamond Sˆtra. 40 As has already been
pointed out, 41 we find in the text at least three remarkable elements
that are particular to Chinese Buddhism:
1. The text mentions the notion of sanshi xin ԿԼ֨,42 which implicitly
presupposes the system of bodhisattva paths comprised of shizhu Լ
۰, shixing Լ۩, and shihuixiang Լಱ ٻin this sequence as the pre39 Tsukinowa Kenryˆ ִᔚᔃၼ, Butten no hihanteki kenkyˆ ۵ࠢ圸ܒޅऱઔߒ (Kyoto:
Hyakka’en, 1971), p. 55.
40 For “Jingang xian ८ଶט,” the following Skt. forms have been assumed so far: 1. Vajrar™i
(by G. Tucci, E. Frauwallner, A. Hirakawa, etc.), 2. either Vajrar™i or Vajrasena (H. Ui), and 3.
Vajraªr… (E. Conze). Cf. Takemura Makio ޘێडߊ and Štake Susumu Օێவ, Kong± sen ron,
j± ८ଶטᓵ, Ղ (Tokyo: Daiz± shuppan, 2003), pp. 9–36 (“Kong± sen ron kaidai” ८ଶטᓵᇞ
ᠲ), esp. p. 14. On authorship, see Mochizuki Shink± ඨִॾۮ, “Kong± sen ron no sakusha ni
tsuite” ८ଶטᓵ圸ृ܂圵圮圎地, in idem, Bukky± shi no sho kenkyˆ ۵ඒ圸壆ઔߒ (Tokyo:
Mochizuki bukky± kenkyˆsho, 1937), pp. 167–72.
41 Štake Susumu, “Kong± sen ron no seiritsu mondai” ८ଶטᓵ圸مګംᠲ, in Bukky± shigaku
kenkyˆ 44.1 (2001), pp. 49–70; and Takemura and Štake, Kong± sen ron, pp. 23–33.
42 The word sanshi xin is found in T, vol. 25, p. 848b20. For a similar view expressed by
Bodhiruci in another of his texts, see n. 48, below. For the formation of the notion of sanshi
xin in 5th-c. China, see Funayama T±ru, “Giky± Bonm±ky± seiritsu no sho mondai” ጊᆖතጻ
ᆖمګ圸壆ംᠲ, Bukky± shigaku kenkyˆ 39.1 (1996), pp. 60–67.
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liminary steps to attain the first of ten bhˆmis (shidi Լ)چ. This view is
popular only in Chinese Buddhism after the middle of the fifth century, and not identified in any source materials for Indian Buddhism.
2. A passage of Da zhidu lun Օཕ৫ᓵ is quoted, although the quotation
is not exactly the same text as in the original. Likewise, there is a
reference to Shigong չֆ (that is, Kumƒraj…va) in the text.43
3. At the very beginning of the text, the author explains the meaning of
the title, by dismantling it into jin’gang (vajra, diamond), bore (prajñƒ,
wisdom), boluomi (pƒramitƒ, perfection), jing (sˆtra, scripture) and lun
(treatise) in this sequence. Such a method of explanation at the beginning of a commentary is usually not conducted in the case of Indian texts.44
These factors are understandable only when we regard the text as
reflecting some kind of lecture specially made for a Chinese audience.
Historically speaking, the view that Jin’gang xian lun is not a translation,
but a composition of Bodhiruci is found in Yuance’s [Kor.: Won-chuk]
Ⴝྒྷ commentary to the Sa¿dhinirmocana-sˆtra, 45 as well as in some of
the Tang-era Buddhist catalogues of scriptures. For instance, in an interlinear note in fascicle 12 of Kaiyuan shijiao lu ၲցᤩඒ䐇, Zhisheng
ཕࣙ states that Jin’gang xian lun should not be recorded in the list of
Bodhiruci’s translations because “it is the commentary on Vasu ban dhu’s
treatise, compiled by Bodhiruci, Tripi¾aka master of the original (that
is, Northern) Wei ցᠿԿ៲ဆ༼ఎ֭ࢬᐷ,” and because “it is not a translation of a Sanskrit text ॺතءႚ.” 46
Interestingly,a recent article reports that Bodhiruci had composed
yet other writings on Yogƒcƒra Buddhism. 47 When cited in later works,
they are called Bie po zhang ܑధີ (A Separate Thesis of Refutation), Fajie
xing lun ऄࢤᓵ (Treatise on the Nature of Dharma-dhƒtu), 48 and Ru lengjia
43 The quotation is found in T, vol. 25, p. 827b11–12, and the reference in T, vol. 25, p.
867a1. For the details of these two points, see Štake’s articles cited in nn. 40, 41.
44 This point is not indicated in Štake’s articles. For this, see Funayama, “‘Kan’yaku’ to
‘Chˆgoku senjutsu’ no aida,” pp. 21 and 28 (n. 38).
45 The Tang commentator Yuance (613–696) introduces the text in question as “Bodhiruci’s Jingang xian lun” ဆ༼ఎ֭८ଶטᓵ; see Jieshenmi jing shu ᇞയᆖง, j. 1; Z1, box 34,
book 4, folio 301, recto Ղ, ll. 1–2.
46 Kaiyuan shijiao lu (T, vol. 55) 12, p. 607b18–19).
47 Štake Susumu, “Bodairushi no ushinawareta san chosaku” ဆ༼ఎ֭圸؈坙坖圩Կထ܂,
T±h±gaku ֱࣟᖂ 102 (2001), pp. 34–48.
48 This lost work probably was an elucidation of the Ru fajie pin Եऄ (Ga¡ºavyˆha)
of Huayan jing ဎᣤᆖ, on the basis of employing the theory of forty-two stages of bodhisattva praxis that had been established for the first time in the Chinese Buddhist apocryphon
as Pusa yingluo benye jing ဆ៳ᥖఉءᄐᆖ. For details, see Aoki Takashi ॹֵၼ, “Hokkai sh±
ron ni tsuite” ऄࢤᓵ圵圮圎地, Indogaku Bukky±gaku kenkyˆ ٱ৫ᖂ۵ඒᖂઔߒ 36.2 (1988),
pp. 251–58.
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jing shu Եᄛۺᆖง (Commentary on the La½kƒvatƒra-sˆtra), although none
is extant. From the fragments of these works as well as the above-stated
Jingang xian lun, it appears that Bodhiruci was quite familiar with the
wording and theories developed in the contemporary Chinese Buddhist
scholasticism of the Dilun چᓵ School in the North.
P A R A M ² R T H A ( Z H E N D I 㷃ᘥ, A L I A S K U L A N ² T H A , 499 – 569 )

As is generally known, some of Paramƒrtha’s commentaries on
sˆtras and ªƒstras are not translations but his own lectures presented in
south China (for example, Guangzhou ᐖ)ڠ. 49 This means that along
with producing translations of Indic texts, he produced his own commentaries on the works, as expounding his own views. In fascicle 7 of
Kaiyuan shijiao lu, Zhisheng states as follows:
Further, Changfang’s Catalogue (namely, Lidai sanbao ji 䅙זԿᣪધ),
(Datang) neidian lu Օା㡕ࠢ䐇 , and so forth add thirteen texts such
as the Explication of the Authentic Treatise, (which amount to) one
hundred and eight fascicles. Now they are not recorded here (in
the present catalogue), because all of those commentaries on the
sˆtras and ªƒstras are Paramƒrtha’s compositions, and not the translations from the Sanskrit ࠀਢᆖᓵᆠง, 㷃ᘥࢬᐷ, ॺතء. 50
According to Lidai sanbao ji and Datang neidian lu, the expression
“thirteen texts” most probably denotes the following works: 51
Explication of the Authentic Treatise إᓵᤩᆠ
On Buddha Nature ۵ࢤᆠ
On Meditation ࡳᆠ
Commentary on the Abhidharmakoªa(bhƒ™ya) 㯏ॐᓵง
Commentary on the Vajracchedikƒ-prajñƒpƒramitƒ-sˆtra ८ଶૉง52
49 For classic studies of Paramƒrtha’s life and writings, see Ui Hakuju ڙմ܄ኂ, “Shintai sanz±
den no kenkyˆ” 㷃ᘥԿ៲ႚ圸ઔߒ, in idem, Indo tetsugaku kenkyˆ, dairoku ٱ৫ୃᖂઔߒรք
(Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1965), pp. 3–130. Su Gongwang ᤕֆඨ, “Zhendi sanzang yishu kao”
㷃ᘥԿ៲૪ە, in Fodian fanyi shi lun ۵ࠢᓵ, vol. 38 in Zhang Mantao ്ᛑ, gen.
ed., Xiandai Fojiao xueshu congkan ז۵ඒᖂហ( עTaipei: Dacheng wenhua chubanshe,
1978), pp. 67–108 (orig. published in the journal Weimiaosheng პݎᜢ 2.6 [1936–37]).
50 T, vol. 55, p. 546c25–28.
51 Lidai sanbao ji 9, T, vol. 49, p. 88a. Datang neidian lu 5 (T, vol. 55) 5, p. 273c. In identifying “thirteen texts” out of fifteen beginning from Zhenglun shiyi (Explication of the Authentic Treatise) in the list of Paramƒrtha’s translations in Lidai sanbao ji and Datang neidian lu, I
do not count Posoupandou zhuan ധᢍߤႚ (Biography of Vasubandhu) and Fan waiguo yu
؆ഏ, because these are already listed in Kaiyuan shijiao lu 7 as Paramƒrtha’s (genuine)
translations; T, vol. 55, pp. 545c24, 546a12. Whether these two are really his translations is
another matter. See also nn. 57, 58, below.
52 It might be the case that the introduction of this work was called “Qishi ji” Ԯࠃಖ, which
was sometimes treated as an independently disseminated work. On this issue, see Ui, “Shintai
sanz± den,” p. 85, and Funayama, “‘Kan’yaku’ to ‘Chˆgoku senjutsu’ no aida,” p. 28, n. 41.
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Commentary on (the Distinctions between) the Eighteen Nikƒyas ԼԶຝᓵง53
Commentary on the Sa¿dhinirmocana-sˆtra ᇞᆏᆖง
Commentary on the *Anuttarƒªraya-sˆtra ྤՂࠉᆖง
Commentary on the *Tarkaªƒstra ڕኔᓵง
Commentary on the Catur(-ƒrya-)satya-ªƒstra ᘥᓵง
Commentary on the Refutation of the ²tmavƒda (in the Abhidharmakoªa IX)
ధݺᓵง
Commentary on the Theory of Sixteen Truths Found in the Suixiang lun ᙟઌᓵ
խԼքᘥง
General Preface to Sˆtras 㽬ᆖຏݧ
It is interesting that, of these thirteen texts whose details are not
known elsewhere, at least one corresponds to a text preserved in the
Taish± Tripi¾aka as Paramƒrtha’s translation. Namely, the Commentary
on Sixteen Truths Found in Suixiang lun should be the same as Taish±
1641, Suixiang lun ᙟઌᓵ. 54 To put it differently, it seems possible to
assume that, if we examine each case in minute detail, what are called
“Paramƒrtha’s translations” in the extant canon may contain more such
cases.
Even apart from the above thirteen dubious texts, we can also
further point out some texts, if not all, possibly as Paramƒrtha’s own
writings. Namely: 55
Commentary on the Twenty-two Lucid Explanations concerning the Vinaya
৳ԲԼԲࣔԱᓵง56
Commentary on the Suvar¡aprabhƒsa-sˆtra ८٠ࣔᆖง
Commentary on the Renwang bore ( jing) ո׆ૉ(ᆖ)ง
Exposition on the Ninefold Cognition ᢝᓵᆠಖ57
Exposition on the Turning of the Dharma Wheel ᠏ऄᔚᆠಖ
53 Ui, “Shintai sanz± den,” pp. 98–99. This must be the same work as Buzhi (lun) shu ຝച
(ᓵ) ง (or Buzhi lun ji ຝചᓵಖ), which is often cited by Yuance Ⴝྒྷ, Dingbin ࡳᎏ, Dajue
Օᤚ, and others.
54 For this identification see ibid., pp. 96–97. On the other hand, a recent article casts doubt
on the identification of T no. 1641 with Suixiang lu zhong shiliu di shu, compiled by Paramƒrtha,
although the argument itself does not look persuasive to me; Yoshizu Yoshihide ࡵ੍ٳ,
“Shintai sanz± yakushutsu ky± ritsu ron kenkyˆ shi” 㷃ᘥԿ៲נᆖ৳ᓵઔߒ, Komazawa
daigaku Bukky±gakubu kenkyˆ kiy± ᕐᖻՕᖂ۵ඒᖂຝઔߒધ 61 (2003), p. 241.
55 The texts appear in the list of Paramƒrtha’s works given in Buddhist catologues like Lidai sanbao ji 9 (T, vol. 49, pp. 87c–88b) and 11 (T, vol. 49, pp. 98c–99a) and Datang neidian
lun 4 (T, vol. 55, p. 266a–b) and 5 (T, vol. 55, pp. 273a–74a).
56 As already known, a large number of fragmentary quotations from Mingliao lun shu are
found in Dingbin’s Sifen lü shu shizongyi ji, as well as in Dajue’s Sifen lü chao pi ։৳ၧޅ.
57 Ui, “Shintai sanz± den,” pp. 77–79. A recent article claims that this work was composed
by a scholar of the Dilun School and not by Paramƒrtha; see Yoshimura Makoto ޘٳᇨ,
“Sh±ron gakuha no shinshiki setsu ni tsuite” ᥊ᓵᖂ圸֨ᢝ䇣圵圮圎地, Komazawa daigaku
Bukky±gakubu ronshˆ ᕐᖻՕᖂ۵ඒᖂຝᓵႃ 34 (2003), pp. 223–42. An evaluation of the correctness of this view will be a topic of future research.
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Commentary on the Madhyƒntavibhƒga խᢰ։ܑᓵง
Commentary on the Mahƒyƒna-Vijñƒptimƒtratƒsiddhi Օଊഄᢝᓵࣹಖ
Commentary on the Mahƒyƒnasa¿graha ᥊Օଊᓵᆠงʳ58
Biography of (the Buddhist Master of the Law) Vasubandhu ധᢍߤ(ऄஃ)ႚʳ59
Translation of Foreign Words ؆ഏʳ60
Next, two short but noteworthy comments disclose that Paramƒrtha
was aware that the audience was Chinese. Commenting upon a passage
which mentions the word v…¡ƒ, 61 Paramƒrtha explains, “A v…¡ƒ ḛ᷇
(pina) is a musical instrument. Roughly speaking, it looks like a piba ḛ֣
found here (in China).” 62 Another easy-to-follow piece of evidence for
Paramƒrtha’s awareness of a Chinese audience is that when he needs to
mention two personal names in a certain illustration, he sometimes takes
Zhang ് and Wang ׆ʳas representatives of popular names, 63 instead of
referring to Devadatta and Yajñadatta as Indian stock examples. This
occurs only because Paramƒrtha spoke to a Chinese audience.
Paramƒrtha’s awareness of his Chinese audience is prominent
also in his employment of some theories and terms that are conspicuous in Chinese apocryphal sˆtras. For example, just like Bodhiruci,
Paramƒrtha mentions the bodhisattva practice comprised of such elements as shixin Լॾ, shijie Լᇞ, 64 shixing, and shihuixiang, which should
be practiced prior to the well-known ten stages (shidi, or daªabhˆmi). 65
This system is one of the typical results of the Chinese Buddhism origi58 For fragments of this work, see Ui Hakuju, Sh± daij± ron kenkyˆ ᥊Օଊᓵઔߒ, (Tokyo:
Iwanami shoten, 1935), pp. 117–30.
59 Takakusu suggests the possibility that the “Biography of Vasubandhu” was not a genuine translation of an already existing Indic text but Vasubandhu’s biography as narrated by
Paramƒrtha; J. Takakusu, “The Life of Vasu-bandhu by Paramƒrtha (A.D. 499–569),” T P 2d
ser. 5 (1904), p. 293, n. 110.
60 Though Zhisheng refers to this text as Paramƒratha’s translation (see above, n. 50), the
text bearing such a name cannot be a translation in the strict sense.
61 Skt.: v…¡ƒ, Tib.: pi bang; see Jiejie jing, trans. Paramƒrtha, T no. 677, vol. 16, p. 713b25–
26. For the Tibetan translation see Sa¿dhinirmocana Sˆtra: L’explication des mystères, ed.
Étienne Lamotte (Louvain and Paris, 1935), p. 46, chap. 3, 6, ll.4–7.
62 Jieshenmi jing shu 2 (by Yuance); Z1, box 34, book 4, folio 347, recto Հ, l. 12.
63 This is found even in Paramƒrtha’s “translations”: Foxing lun ۵ࢤᓵ 1 (T, vol. 31, pp.
789c4–6, 792c24) and Sidi lun ᘥᓵ 4 (T, vol. 32, p. 397b22–23). Further, he refers to
Zhang, Wang, and Li ് ޕ׆in the case of three persons, as per the fragment of Paramƒrtha’s
Commentary on Mingliao lun ࣔԱ(ᓵ)ง, cited in Sifen lü shu shizong yi ji (Z1, box 66, book 2,
folio 173, recto Ղ, l. 16, to Հ, l. 6) by Dingbin. On the other hand, Paramƒrtha’s translation
of Abhidharmakoªabhƒ™ya (T, vol. 29, p. 308b10) has Tianyu ֚ፖ and Ciyu రፖas the literal
translation of Devadatta and Yajñadatta, without modifying them into Zhang and Wang.
64 For Paramƒrtha’s preference of shijie Լᇞ over the synonymous shizhu Լ۰, see Mizuno K±gen ֽມؖց, “Gojˆnii t± no bosatsu kaii setsu” նԼԲۯ圸ဆ៳ၸۯ䇣, Bukky±gaku
۵ඒᖂ 18 (1984), pp. 15–17.
65 Funayama T±ru, “Ryˆju, Mujaku, Seshin no t±tatsu shita kaii ni kansuru sho densh±” ᚊ
ᖫ, ྤထ, ᘣ圸ࠩሒ圡圩ၸۯ圵ᣂ圣坕壆ႚࢭ, T±h±gaku 105 (2003), p. 126.
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nally advocated in Pusa yingluo benye jing ဆ៳ᥖఉءᄐᆖ (Taish± 1485),
composed probably in China in the second half of the fifth century. 66
Strictly speaking however, the real problem would lie not in
Paramƒrtha’s lectures as they stand, but in the fact that he sometimes interpolated his own interpretation in an implicit way within
his translation. For example, the above-mentioned peculiar wording
such as shixin, shijie, and so forth, is found in his translation of the
Mahƒyƒnasa¿grahabhƒ™ya by Vasubandhu, 67 while no equilvalent is
employed in other translations of the concerned text, to say nothing
of the Tibetan translations. Yet another piece of evidence for Chinese
features remarkable in the same work by Paramƒrtha is his way of interpreting the word huanxi ᦟ (pramuditƒ) as the bodhisattva’s first
stage (prathamƒ bhˆmi) by means of splitting it into huan ᦟ and xi , 68
as denoting contrastive notions. Obviously, such an explanation is not
possible in the Sanskrit language, simply because pramudita signifies
a single concept. In like manner, the term runhua ᑮᄶ, equivalent to
Skt. snigdha “lubricant,” is divided into run ᑮ and hua ᄶ as two separate notions in Foxing lun ۵ࢤᓵ. 69 A similar way of explanation can
be found in Paramƒrtha’s other works, too.
Furthermore, it seems quite certain that Paramƒrtha did produce his own commentary on the Renwang bore boluomi jing (Scripture
of Benevolent Kings) Taish± 245, which is transmitted as a translation of
Kumƒraj…va, but in fact is a Chinese composition. 70
Paramƒrtha’s commentary, Renwang bore (boluo mi jing) shu ո׆ૉ
71
ง, is called the Original Commentary (Benji ءಖ) by the Tang commen66 For the formation of this apocryphon as well as a bibliography on previous studies relating to the formation of the sˆtra, see Funayama, “Giky± Bonm±ky±.”
67 See T, vol. 31, p. 229b21; also T, vol. 31, pp. 174c5–7, 177c18–19, and 199b22–23. This
issue is pointed out in Mizuno, “Gojˆnii t±,” pp. 15–17.
68 T, vol. 31, p. 206a17: ඍ۞ფᦟټ, הسფټ “To abandon affection for oneself is called
huan, and to produce affection for others is called xi.” The significance of this passage is addressed in Nagao Gadjin ९ݠႁԳ, Sh± daij±ron, Wayaku to chˆkai, ge ᥊Օଊᓵࡉ圲ࣹᇞ,
Հ (Tokyo: K±dansha, 1987), p. 60, where Nagao is inclined to assume that some interpretations by Paramƒrtha’s disciples are mixed into the translation. I would like to claim, on the
contrary, that such exegetical interpolations are not mistakes by the disciples but represent
an aspect of Paramƒrtha’s translation.
69 Foxing lun 2 (T, vol. 31, p. 797a12–15). The term runhua here is a repetition of runhuaxing in 796b6 which corresponds to Skt.: snigdha[bhƒva] in the Ratnagotravibhƒga (namely
in its prose passage on stanza 31).
70 Mochizuki Shink±, J±doky± no kigen oyobi hattatsu Ւඒ圸ದᄭ֗࿇ሒ (Tokyo: Ky±ritsusha, 1930), pp. 140–55; idem, Bukky± ky±ten seiritsu shi ron ۵ඒᆖࠢمګᓵ (Kyoto: H±z±kan,
1946), pp. 425–41; and Šno H±d± Օມऄሐ, Daij±kaiky± no kenkyˆ Օଊݹᆖ圸ઔߒ (Tokyo:
Ris±sha, 1954), pp. 87–92.
71 Ui, “Shintai sanz± den no kenkyˆ” pp. 52–54. Su, “Zhendi sanzang yishu kao” p. 77.
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tator Yuance Ⴝྒྷ in his Renwang jing shu ո׆ᆖง. 72 A close examination of the fragmentary passages of the Original Commentary in Yuance’s
work reveals that Paramƒrtha’s commentary was probably based on
the Renwang jing that is traditionally considered to be a translation by
Kumƒraj…va. This fact leads to the conclusion that Paramƒrtha himself
did not produce his own translation of the Renwang jing, a conclusion
quite the opposite of the traditional view. 73 Let us clarify the issue by
showing some examples:
Renwang jing (Taish± 245)

Paramƒrtha’s Original Commentary (Benji)

լ۰ۥ, լ۰ॺۥ, լ۰ॺॺۥ.

ԫءಖճΖլ۰ृۥΔรԫΔᔟۥΖۥਢۥ

(T, vol. 8, p. 825c28)

ᤖΔܛᔆᡶᆠΖॺृۥΔรԲΔᔟᤖΔܛ

(Cited by Yuance; Taish± 1708)

Աܑ֨ΖॺॺृۥΔรԿΔૹᔟ֨ۥΖૉ
ࠠΔᚨߢլ۰ॺۥॺॺۥΔ㻽ژฃਚΔॺߢ܀
ॺۥΖ(T, vol. 33, p. 381b19–23)
Կფႉሐࡳ, ሒإՓᗑᘥԱ.

ԫءಖճΖԿფԫΔᘯԿფઃႉڕΔ

(T, vol. 8, p. 827c16)

լ༚ܑߠΔਚߢႉሐࡳΖሒԫΔܑছآᢞߠ
ڕڕΔਚߢᗑԱΖ (T, vol. 33, p. 396c2–5)

१ᅃᑗ㸂ྤጐᄭ.
(T, vol. 8, p. 827c19)

ࠉءಖճΖߢ१ᅃृΔ१ᅃመچװছհࠃΖߢᑗ
㸂ृΔ䋛ڇᑗΔ㸂ۖլኔᑗΖߢྤጐᄭृΔᅃ
वࠐآሐ৵ΔլױጐࠡᄭΖʳʳ ʳ

ʳ

(T, vol. 33, p. 397a9–11)

In these passages, the highlighted words in the right column are words
from the sˆtra (jingwen ᆖ֮; Skt.: prat…ka) that are cited verbatim and
commented upon in Paramƒrtha’s Original Commentary. 74 These will
clearly reveal that Paramƒrtha’s text was a commentary on a text that
had already existed in Kumƒraj…va’s translation, inasmuch as we pre72 For the Original Commentary or benji as denoting Paramƒrtha’s commentary on the Renwang jing, see Ui, “Shintai sanz± den,” p. 53. For the list of the fragments of Paramƒrtha’s words
found in Yuance’s Renwang jing shu, see Kimura Kunikazu ֵࡉ߶ޘ, “Saimy±ji Enjiki ni okeru
Shintai sanz± shoden no gakusetsu ni taisuru hy±ka (2)” ۫ࣔڝႽྒྷ圵圔圛坕㷃ᘥԿ៲ࢬႚ圸ᖂ
䇣圵ኙ圣坕ေᏝ, in Kenkyˆ kiy± ઔߒધ 6 (Nagaoka tanki daigaku) (1982), pp. 82–67.
73 Previous studies (e.g., Ui, “Shintai sanz± den,” pp. 52–53) assume that Paramƒrtha made
his own translation of Renwang jing, simply following the information in, e.g., T, vol. 49, p.
99a2–3. However, its real existence is highly doubtful; Mochizuki, J±doky±, pp. 141–44.
74 Similarly, we can collect Paramƒrtha’s commentary on the expression chunian yuebari ॣ
ִڣԶֲ, which is found only in Kumƒraj…va’s translation of Renwang jing (T, vol. 8, 825b10).
(I believe this fact corroborates my idea that Paramƒrtha utilized Kumƒraj…va’s, without making his own translation.) Concerning this passage, see the commentaries on Renwang jing by
Zhiyi and Guanding (T, vol. 33, p. 263b9–17) and Yuance’s commentary on the same scripture (T, vol. 33, p. 376c3–5).
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sume that Yuance’s citations of the Original Commentary are correct and
trustworthy.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thus five concrete cases of Indian lectures in China have been
brought to our attention. Namely, the (Scripture of) Five Hundred Questions, Kumƒraj…va’s texts such as the Scripture of Samƒdhi through Sitting
Meditation, Bodhiruci’s Jin’gang xian lun, and some of Paramƒrtha’s own
works are the records of lectures by Indian monks for Chinese people.
While they are not translations in the strict sense, the Sarvƒstivƒdavinaya-vibhƒ™ƒ, on the other hand, is basically a translation, containing
a certain amount of exegetical comments on the occasion of translation.
To sum up in a word, they embody the Sino-Indian hybrid nature quite
well. It deserves notice that Buddhist scholars such as Bodhiruci and
Paramƒrtha were probably willing to make their comments, through
the intentional use of special theories developed in apocryphal sˆtras,
as representing the Chinese mentality, in order to help the audience
comprehend difficult doctrines. Here, we may perceive a good example of upƒyakauªalya ؏ֱঁ. Why then were such lectures sometimes
wrongly taken to be translations? It was difficult for those in attendance at a lecture to tell whether the lecture by the Indian authority
was composed of only views he learned from his own teacher, or mixed
with additions originating from his own interpretation, let alone when
the Indian master read the lecture from memory, and when he had to
communicate through the medium of an interpreter.
It is strongly expected that we will be able to ascertain more cases
of a similar type of literature among the Chinese Buddhist Canon. I
hope the present article will merely function as a foothold to open up
just such a possibility. This article is of course only a beginning toward
clarifying the characteristics of Chinese Buddhist texts. A detailed investigation of each topic awaits future research.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
T
Z

Taish± shinshˆ daiz±ky± ՕإᄅๆՕ៲ᆖ
Dai Nippon zokuz±ky± Օֲءᥛ៲ᆖ
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